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Dear ODs
I would like to start by thanking you for your very warm welcome into the
Dragon community. I am very grateful indeed for all the kind support that
my wife Lucy and I have received throughout our first year, from Dragons
young and old, and from Dragons near and far. On every occasion I have
met an OD, a former Dragon teacher, or former Dragon parent, their
affection and loyalty toward the School has been truly remarkable. They
have also passed on many very valuable ‘pearls of wisdom’. Indeed, on
many occasions meeting ODs, especially at our recent ‘Golden Oldies’
lunch, I have been able to learn something new about our famous history,
from recollections of games of marbles and ice skating in front of School
House, to memories of swimming in the Cherwell.
I have also met many prospective Dragon
parents this year and it is clear that the
reputation of the Dragon remains strong
and far-reaching. I have particularly
enjoyed looking back at some of our archive
photographs and I see many similarities
between the pupils of yesteryear and
today’s children. There might not have been
iPads or mobile phones when the Dragon
was founded and it might not have been
possible to go on a school exchange trip to
New York or Japan, but most importantly,
our founding values of kindness, courage
and respect have not changed. Similarly
the ambition of families to provide a truly
inspirational and broad education for their
children, equipping them not just with
skills for senior school, but for their lives
beyond, remains at the heart of the school.
One of my very first OD events was
also one of the most memorable. I was
fortunate enough to be able to welcome
back to the School for lunch in October,
our unbeaten Under-13 Rugby team
of 1952. It was a real pleasure to meet
the team and they also proved to be
inspirational role models for our 2017
Under-13 Rugby team, who achieved the
same unbeaten feat this season.
Equalling the boys’ success, our Dragon
girls Under-13 1st VII hockey team won all
12 of their matches. It provided a wonderful
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sporting symmetry, about which our pupils
in Upper School can feel justifiably proud.
I have also enjoyed attending OD
reunions in London, at which I have met a
fascinating array of former Dragons working
in many different walks of life. Some of our
specific networking events have had a theme
such as technology or property, whereas
others have been broader in their appeal.
I do hope that the Arduus ad Solem network
is something that you also find valuable.
We very much value your connection to
the School and are very grateful that you
choose to stay in touch and participate in life
at the Dragon. I also know from first-hand
experience how inspired the children are by
meeting ODs and hearing their stories. We
are always grateful for the generosity of ODs
who are able to spare the time to do this, so
please do get in touch if you think you might
be able to help.
One particularly inspiring occasion
last term was the return to school of
Frances Houghton OD, a four-time World
Champion rower and winner of multiple
Olympic medals. Frances launched our new
boat and in doing so, encouraged a whole
new generation of rowers onto the water.
ODs were also remembered on two poignant
occasions this year – once at a memorial
service for the life of OD Leonard Cheshire
VC, which took place at Stowe School, and

again at the launch of a book called ‘On
Courage’ featuring accounts of wartime
courage, including the biographies of the
three ODs who were honoured with the
Victoria Cross.
As well as keeping up with ODs, the
current Dragons have also kept me very
busy this year. With the support of their
families and teachers, our A Block won a
record number of Scholarships and Awards
to their senior schools this year. We have
welcomed a number of external visitors and
speakers to the School through our Spectrum
programme, at Sunday Service and of course
our guest of honour at the Dragon Sale,
Cressida Dick. I look forward to my weekly
visit to the Pre-Prep where the children have
been enjoying their new outdoor facilities
and Music pod practice rooms. Children
from Reception to A Block have participated
in plays, musicals and concerts and we have
also celebrated sporting success in many
spheres, including girls’ hockey, national
swimming, girls’ and boys’ cricket, and
Rugby Sevens.
Looking to the future, the Governors
and I commissioned a school-wide survey
of parents, pupils and teachers this term,
the results of which will shape our School
Development Plan. We also passed a
Regulatory Compliance Inspection from
the Independent Schools Inspectorate in
which we were found to be compliant in
all areas. We already have new subjects on
the curriculum such as coding and we are
exploring new languages. I am also delighted
to share with you that we have secured
planning permission for a new Music and
Performing Arts School. The architect’s
images of this bespoke building, which will
be built next to the Lynam Hall, are available
on our website and a fundraising campaign
for this exciting endeavour will begin in
earnest in the academic year 2018-2019.
Thank you once again to those of you
who have offered me your kind wishes in
person, as well as those of you who I have not
yet met, but have contacted me personally
to wish me well at the School. To those ODs
I have not yet had the pleasure of meeting, I
do hope that our paths will cross and to those
‘new ODs’, reading this magazine for the first
time as they head to their senior schools,
thank you for your contribution to such a
happy and memorable first year as custodian
of the Dragon. As I was told on my arrival,
‘Once a Dragon, Always a Dragon’ and I can
assuredly affirm that this year has proven this
to be true!
With all best wishes

Crispin Hyde-Dunn

A selection of news highlights the last year…

Scholarship Record

Danny Gill

It was a year of tumbling records,
and not only on the sports field. This
year’s multi-talented A Block won 55
scholarships to many of the country’s
top senior schools. Academic awards
were particularly plentiful alongside
a healthy range of Sport, Music, Art,
Drama, DT and All Rounder awards.

After 24 remarkable years of doing
good, Danny Gill has moved on from
the Dragon. He started as Director
of Sport, taught English and became
the first Director of Social Impact.
In Oxford he established regular
events with the Blackbird Academy
Trust; he became a leader in school
Social Impact programmes and led
experiential Dragon trips to South
America and India. He leaves a
remarkable legacy and has inspired
and supported many ODs now
working in social action around the
world. See page 4.

Rugby Invincibles
The 1952 1st XV ‘Invincible’ Dragons
returned to support the current U13A,
a team that, like them, enjoyed an
undefeated season (U13B also went
undefeated). There was a great
camaraderie between campaigners
young and older. Perhaps this crop of
rugby greats will return for a reunion
in 2082 to cheer on a future Dragon
1st team.

Rhino Swim
In November C Block ‘swam the
channel’ in a sponsored relay in the
school pool. They completed the
required total of 1,416 lengths in a
fraction under the target of one hour.
They raised over £3,000 for ‘Rhinos
Without Borders’, a remarkable charity
that has airlifted 100 rhinos from
areas of poaching to the safety of the
Okavango Delta. A Block also raised
over £3,000 in a sponsored run for
water charities, each form carrying 20
litres of water for 6km. See page 4.

Crispin Hyde-Dunn
In his first assembly, Dr Crispin
Hyde-Dunn, 11th Headmaster of the
School, spoke of the Dragon as a
‘world of opportunity’ a ‘pioneering,
imaginative and inspirational’ school
and affirmed the Baugh dictum ‘being
kind will always remain at the heart of
the school… if you are happy, you will
do your best’. Continuing the best of
Dragon traditions, Crispin has proved
a very popular and energetic leader of
the School.

OD Poetry CD
To raise money for the Dragon Sale,
well-known ODs from the fields
of arts, media and sport gathered
in London to record a selection of
poems from The Dragon Book of
Verse. Read more about the recording
of this unique CD on page 2.
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Old Dragons
Record a
CD of Verse
Tom Hollander reads ‘Jabberwocky’.

I

n October there was an
extraordinary gathering of ODs.
In the ‘hippest’ of venues, the
new YouTube Studios, fittingly
just around the corner from the
statue of Sir John Betjeman at
St Pancras station, ODs known
from stage, cinema and television
slipped anonymously past suited
security guards to the welcome
of Desmond Devitt, Christopher
Stuart-Clark (or ‘Sir’), parent Celina
Warriner and editor Allie Esiri.

This gathering, convened without fanfare,
was a testament to the values of the Dragon.
Each agreed to give their time to create a
CD to raise money at the Dragon Sale for
children’s charities. It was also a celebration of
a great book. 2017 marked eighty years since
the School produced the first single volume
of the Dragon Book of Verse in 1937 (Part I
had been published in 1935). Like all things
Dragon, it was a compilation of poetry that
is sometimes playful, sometimes bold, and
celebrates the highest quality. The Book of
Verse spread to schools around the world, and

Somehow, Desmond, Michael and
Celina had brought together a stellar cast
more typically scattered to locations from
Hollywood to Mogadishu, not to mention
the fantastical worlds of Westeros and
Sakaar. The cast of the Night Manager – Tom
Hiddleston, Hugh Laurie and Tom Hollander
– were reunited. So too journalists Rageh
Omaar and David Shukman. Talented ODs
from all generations mixed together, from
Junior OD Sebastian Croft through to Mark
Quarterly, Emma Hiddleston, Tom Ward,
Ghiv Chahidi, Lady Antonia Fraser and
William Fiennes to mention only a few. For
Nicholas and Pippa Stallworthy it was a very
personal experience, as they recorded poems
by their late father Jon.
Desmond Devitt with Celina Warriner and Tom Hiddleston
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OUP bought the rights in 1950. Later, working
with Christopher and Michael Harrison
(Staff 1968 – 1994), OUP would go on to
commission several new compilations of
poetry for children.
On the day of the Sale, the CD was, of
course, a huge success. Sebastian Croft and
Tom Ward helped man the stall, signing
copies of the Book of Verse. The queue
threatened to merge with the snaking line
waiting for Philip Pullman, who was signing
his newly released, and much anticipated,
La Belle Sauvage.
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Sebastian Croft and Tom Ward sign copies of the Dragon Book of Verse at the
Dragon Sale

Allie Esiri with Emma Hiddleston.

Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, Cressida Dick, with Headmaster
Crispin Hyde-Dunn

The Sale was as extraordinary as the
YouTube gathering, reflecting the generous
Dragon spirit. Now in its 74th Year, the
Sale was opened by Commissioner of the
Metropolitan Police, Cressida Dick. In his
introduction, Headmaster Crispin HydeDunn recounted her exceptional school
career at the Dragon (she was moved up a
year) whilst Cressida recalled that she was
one of only a few girls at the School in the
1970s. Whilst that has changed, she noted
how much the atmosphere of the Dragon
has remained familiar.

Contents
Pippa Stallworthy – A Poem is
by Jon Stallworthy
Antonia Fraser – Home-Thoughts,
from Abroad by Robert Browning
Emma Hiddleston – Loveliest of
Trees by A. E. Housman
Emma Hiddleston – The Lake Isle of
lnnisfree by William Butler Yeats
Rob Callender – Composed upon
Westminster Bridge by William
Wordsworth

The Sale had all its colourful and lively
elements: plates smashed, bids made, Kids
Caribbean Cocktails, strong Dragon coffee,
a Star Wars snow trooper, Christmas
wreaths, raffle tickets and stalls offering
everything from rugby balls to chopping
boards. You could even pay a pound for a
Pythonesque argument with young Cosmo
Prior. In the Authors’ Corner, apart from the
beloved Philip Pullman, writers included
Robert Harris, Henry Marsh (the localanaesthetic brain surgeon…) and Nicholas
Shakespeare. TV presenter, Jay Jay Burridge,

inflated a 3m tall dinosaur, the 'Titan
Tyrant', in the playground. Meanwhile,
Charlie Ross, auctioneer, whipped up frantic
bidding; notably for dinner cooked by the
Headmaster and a poster signed by all the
artists who recorded the CD.
Somehow, out of all this fun, over
£100,000 was raised for children’s charities.
And on the playground wall a blue plaque
dedicated to Sir John Betjeman witnessed
the fabulous frenzy. No doubt he would
approve of this celebration of poetry, fun
and giving.

William Fiennes – Humming-Bird
by D. H. Lawrence

Rageh Omaar – The Kraken
by Lord Tennyson

Frances Houghton – A Bird came
down the Walk by Emily Dickinson

Tom Hollander – Jabberwocky
by ‘Lewis Carroll’

David Shukman – The Tiger
by William Blake

Tom Ward – Ozymandias
by Percy Bysshe Shelley

Mark Quartley – from ‘The Prelude’
by William Wordsworth

Hal Cazalet – The Sick Rose
by William Blake

Hugh Laurie – You are Old, Father
William by ‘Lewis Carroll’

Tom Hiddleston – Prospero’s
Farewell to his Magic by
William Shakespeare

Nicolas Stallworthy – No Ordinary
Sunday by Jon Stallworthy

Poppy Adams – I Like to See it Lap
the Miles by Emily Dickinson

Hugh Dancy – The Send-Off
by Wilfred Owen

Pippa Stallworthy – Burning the
Stubble by Jon Stallworthy

Peter Jay – The Destruction of
Sennacherib by Lord Byron

Nicholas Shakespeare – The Old
Ships by James Elroy Flecker

Paul Chahidi – A Small Dragon
by Brian Patten

Poppy Adams – Uphill by
Christina G. Rossetti
Sebastian Croft – If
by Rudyard Kipling
Tom Hiddleston – Hamlet’s Soliloquy
by William Shakespeare
Rory Stewart – On His Blindness
by John Milton

To order a copy of the
CD (£10+P&P)
please contact :
Gay Sturt, Archivist
Dragon School,
Bardwell Road,
Oxford OX2 6SS
E: gay.sturt@
dragonschool.org
T: +44(0)1865 315549
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Educating for Global Competence
Every year the Dragon community raises over £100,000 for charity.
The School's commitment to social and environmental awareness
is rooted in its liberal tradition, core values of kindness, courage and
respect and a remarkable philanthropic programme developed by
Danny Gill, the first Director of Social Impact.

Danny Gill with A Block Students Planning the WaterRun

W

oven into the Dragon experience
from Reception to A Block is a deep
and compassionate awareness of
social and environmental issues.
Every year the whole School votes to
choose charitable sectors to support. This is
done by using the “Button-o-Meter”, where
every child, including Pre-Prep children
as young as four, is given a button to drop
into a container representing one of ten
charitable sectors identified by the Social
Impact Team. This exposes the pupils to a
wide range of charitable sectors, while also
effectively allowing the children to decide
for themselves which type of cause they are
motivated to support during the coming
year. The three causes with the highest
button score become those supported by the
whole School that year.
C Block attempt to ‘Swim the Channel’:
in one hour the entire year group swims the
length of the English Channel, 1,416 lengths
of the pool, in a six-lane relay. It is always a
tight race against the clock and a testimony
to their determination.
Upper School projects are designed
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Two Maasai with eager Dragons at Spectrum

by the pupils themselves, demanding
commitment, planning, creativity and
management skills.
In B Block the children learn Social
Entrepreneurship through the long-standing
Governor’s Challenge. Each child is given
£5 to launch their own pop-up business;
the aim is to multiply their income over
six weeks. The total returns achieved can
be over £10,000! These profits are pooled
and in a second phase the children make
presentations to advocate on behalf of
specific charities they wish their year group
to support. The Governor’s Challenge has
inspired other schools, in particular Head
Start School in Chennai, India, with whom
Year 7 compare strategy and successes over
SKYPE.
In A Block the pupils design and deliver
their own event for charity; this year they
ran a WaterRun, each form carrying 20 litres
of water for 6km in a relay. This was followed
by the A Block Revue. Invariably they rise to
the challenge, designing webpages and social
media campaigns around a highly creative
fundraising strategy, typically raising several
thousand pounds. Beyond these ambitious
year group initiatives there is, of course,
the annual Dragon Christmas Charity Sale,
involving the entire Dragon Community and
open to the public.

The School has partnerships with
Ashoka, the Dalai Lama Centre for
Compassion, the BigGive, WE Day and
KIVA. With external partners, the School
has pioneered and tested social impact
programmes now used in dozens of other
schools. Further afield, the Dragon has close
links with international initiatives such as
ACE Africa, Alive and Kicking, Waves for
Change, and Future Hope in Kolkata.
The variety of events, the speakers
who come to the School from around the
world, and the integration of the School’s
values into the curriculum and everyday
life, make a formative impression upon the
children. The impact of Dragon alumni, like
Leonard Cheshire and a new generation of
changemakers, like Tim Conibear, James
Kirkham and Rick Mower, to name only a
few, has stretched around the world. Danny
Gill saw that through the School’s social
impact programmes the children ‘acquire an
understanding of how to give intelligently,
effectively and compassionately’ and
develop the habit of asking how the world
can be better, and how they can be a part of
that change.
Danny Gill retired in July 2018 after
24 years at the School. He is succeeded by
Ellie King.
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His Holiness the Dalai Lama greeting Dragons in Rhodes House.

Selling innovative products at the Governor’s Challenge Fair.

BAT Evolves
In 2013 Dragon School became lead sponsor of the Blackbird
Academy Trust, developing a close and active relationship with
three primary schools in the Blackbird Leys area of Oxford:
Windale, Pegasus and Orchard Meadow. Danny Gill and
governor Gill Wilson were at the heart of this relationship.
Over the last five years, joint events have created
numerous excellent learning experiences. These included the
memorable Climate Change March in 2015, and the wonderful
singing and orchestral days with the Oxford Philharmonic
Orchestra, hosted by the Dragon, which bring together
enthusiastic children and professional musicians to prepare a
'scratch' concert in a single day. Family Links and the Hamilton
Trust help to inform and resource these activities.
The wider Dragon Community is also involved in supporting
BAT schools, ranging from an active volunteer group tutoring
reading skills to participation at board level. At Windale, Dragon
parents helped resource and catalogue a new library, opened in
late 2017 by Korky Paul.
In February 2018 an intention to merge with the United
Learning group of schools was announced. BAT Chairman,

Chris Jones, noted the enormous contribution made by
Dragon pupils, staff and volunteer parents to the BAT. A
joint press release noted the progress made at the schools
in recent years and the value and resources that United
Learning, as a larger Trust, will bring. The Dragon and its
community will continue to collaborate with the three
schools, enjoying the learning and pleasure that comes
through the partnership.
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‘The Tin Can’

Pioneering Science

T

he earliest reference to Science teaching
at the Dragon comes in the Draconian
of 1897 where Archer Vassall wrote,
‘Science teaching is relatively still in its
infancy, and probably the results to a class of
instruction in Science depend more on the
individuality of the master than in any other
subject… There is no recognised or classic
text book’. Vassall believed in the power of
practical work but for him ‘the school gardens
and playing fields should be the laboratory’
and ‘taking boys of under 12, it is clear that
for them Science should be what is commonly
called Nature Study. This means some
coordinating and systematising of various
activities, which are normally indulged in by
boys of this age. Powers of observation should
be cultivated as much as possible’. At another
point he writes, ‘The main objective of Public
School Science can be achieved without the
formal teaching of Chemistry. This objective
is to encourage natural curiosity, to increase
familiarity with the phenomena of nature
which illustrate important principles and
their application to the service of man, to
teach the boy to reason about things which he
has observed for himself and to develop his
powers of weighing and interpreting evidence’.
So, the Dragon was, perhaps, ahead of the
times in allocating curriculum time to Science
and recognising the crucial experiential
importance of practical work but Classics
dominated the curriculum and Religion was
more influential in developing thinking. It
was still a far cry from the sophistication
of teaching the three disciplines today, in
six well-equipped laboratories, with two
experienced lab technicians and a specialist
department.
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By 1921 one lesson a week had been taken
from Classics to hold formal Science talks
on such subjects as steam, breathing, light
and darkness; one such talk was entitled ‘the
necessity for fresh air for human beings as well
as for candles and fires’ but a Science exam in
the Draconian of 1922 has somewhat eclectic
questions:

Archer Vassall (with thanks to Harrow School)

“The Bible reminds us that moth and rust
corrupt our earthly treasures. What kind of
earthly treasure is corrupted by the moth? In
what way is the corruption effected? What is
rust? What various precautions against rust
are taken by manufacturers?”
By the time the young Canadian Bev
MacInnes arrived at the Dragon in 1961
looking for a post in England, things had
moved on. A previous inspiring Dragon
teacher had introduced a Science Club,

which was not only extremely popular but
helped to inform the first Nuffield Science text
books. When a boy joined the club he worked
independently on a series of experiments on
index cards, each of which had to be passed
before moving on to the next. Some were
ingenious – a smoke box was lit, filled with
smoke and a ray of light passed through, which
could be bent by lenses and prisms. Once a boy
passed about four of the seven tasks he could
try to build something of his own.
Bev taught about twelve different classes
a week. He recalls that the Science room was
admirably equipped with all the basic needs
– electricity, gas and water. However, since
there was no syllabus he devised a series of
demonstration lessons in basic chemistry,
electricity, magnetism and pressure.
Towards the end of the sixties an
experimental building, the Tin Can, was built.
It contained two classrooms and three large
laboratories (each accommodating twentyfour pupils) and – an innovative move – a
science preparation room. It was sold to the
school for £1,000 on the understanding that
those who built it could inspect regularly to
see how it withstood the test of time. The
walls and roof were substantially built but,
internally, better materials could have been
used for the ceilings and doors. Hence the
name! Reptiles and animals, if they escaped
from the Biology lab upstairs, could freely
circulate through the building: a snake coming
out of a cupboard unexpectedly could, and
did, take part in a Physics lesson downstairs.
In the Seventies Robin Houghton (Lofty)
took over the Department and was the first
to introduce departmental meetings to the
school, creating a more cohesive approach to
teaching. His good work has been continued
by Tim Meunier, Brian Brown (with his owl
and snake), Michael Righton, Kate Heath (who

Building a remote-controlled tug
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Sir John Cowdery Kendrew, OD and Nobel Prize winning chemist

introduced ‘Wow’ Science days attended by
local primary schools) and Kate Kettlewell
who undertook the mammoth task of
centralising all the teachers’ schemes of work
and resources.
Today the Department is led by the
energetic and dynamic Jack Phillips, who is
also responsible for preparing the scholars
for their exams (the first time for decades
that this has not been the responsibility
of Classicists). Jack speaks passionately

of the place of Science in the curriculum
– about discovery, rationalising patterns,
developing enquiring minds, the value of
observation and the inspiration Science can
prompt. This may sound very like Vassall
but one difference is that he is sharing
his enthusiasm with far more girls than
previously; a quarter of his top B Block (Year
7) set is girls.
Thinking back to those 1922 exam
papers, some of the same questions of

Science and Religion are debated and Jack,
who is the son of a vicar himself, thinks
there are arguments pro and against God.
Eton scholarship questions such as ‘Why Is
There Something, Rather Than Nothing?’
stimulate plenty of discussion and Jack likes
to teach ‘organically’, posing big questions
and letting the pupils run with their
questions and ideas. No wonder it is such a
popular subject!
Moira Darlington, OD Representative

The Colonel and the Silver Bowl
Col. John Clement Purnell (Clem) was born
in Oxford on 28 June 1880 and educated
at the Oxford Boys Central School. Clem
enlisted in the Royal Horse Artillery at
Woolwich on 22 October 1898 as a Driver. In
November 1899, his Troop arrived in South
Africa for what became the 2nd Boer War.
During his service there, he took
part in the campaigns at Diamond
Hill, Johannesburg, Driefontein,
Paardeberg and the Relief of
Kimberley.
In a letter to his mother
during August 1900, he described
how he received his wounds: ‘I was
hit in the back of the thigh, the bullet
passing out through the groin.
I thought a hundred-pound shell had struck
me; it knocked me silly for a minute, but
another shot (explosive bullet) struck my
shoulder and brought me to my senses again,
so I played possum, as I thought I might
get another to finish me.’ Clem returned to
England in a very poor state, unable to walk,
and convalesced at Netley Hospital. He was

medically discharged from the Army on 10
September 1901 and received the Queen’s
South Africa Medal with five bars.
His return to Oxford coincided with the
increase of interest in gymnastics as a way of
helping those injured in battle to regain their
health. The Oxford University gymnasium,
which opened in the 1860s in Blue
Boar Street, might well have played
its part in his recuperation.
His arrival at the Dragon
in 1903 led to daily PT taught
from the steps of the Museum.
Boys were taught to box and
demonstrate various gymnastic
movements with a cup being awarded
in some years.
His death in 1961 was the end of an era
and he was fondly remembered. Just over
a year ago the emptying of a filing cabinet
brought to light a special silver bowl made by
Peter Payne to commemorate the amazing 50
years of service by Clem to the Dragon.
A true treasure in both senses.
Gay Sturt, Archivist
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The Dragon is keen to keep abreast of published OD writing, books of OD interest and about ODs.
Here are publishers’ descriptions of books received by the OD Office since the last issue of The OD.

BOOKSHELF

Bookshelf

The King and the
Catholics: The Fight
for Rights 1829

Antonia Fraser (OD 1944)

Weidenfeld & Nicolson
2018
Continuing on from
her seminal study of the
Gunpowder Plot, this is
Lady Antonia's highly
acclaimed account of
the political dilemmas,
prejudice and conflicted
leadership that divided
the nation until Catholic
emancipation in 1829.
With characteristic wit
and style, with a focus on
the human element, she
shows the drama of events
as the Duke of Wellington,
Robert Peel and the Royal
Family wrestle with the
“abominable Catholic
Question” in the raging
storm of sharply divided
public opinion. Many
reviewers have noted
parallels between this
Georgian rancour and
the national and moral
conflicts of our own times.

Admissions

Henry Marsh (OD 1963)

Orion 2017
'I lay on the red leather
sofa in the neurosurgeon’s
sitting room, slightly
anxious, as I always am
when waiting to operate,
longing to retire, to escape
all the human misery that
I have had to witness for
so many years, and yet
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dreading my departure as
they have chosen to do
Six Minutes in May decided to right those
well. I am starting all over
wrongs. He would go
their final walk together
Nicholas Shakespeare
again, I said to myself once
birdwatching
again.
He
along
‘the Marches’ - the
(OD 1970)
more, but am running out
wouldn’t lie. He would
frontier that divides
Harvill Seeker 2017
of time.'
aim to see 200 species of
their two countries,
London, early May1940:
Henry Marsh
British birds in a year.
Scotland and England.
Britain is under
has spent a lifetime
Why Do Birds
Brian, a ninety-year-old
threat of invasion and
operating on the surgical
Suddenly Disappear? is
former colonial official
Neville Chamberlain’s
frontline. There have been
the story of that year.
and intelligence officer,
government is about to
exhilarating highs and
It’s about birds, family,
arrives in Newcastle from
fall. It is hard for us to
devastating lows, but his
music, the nature of
Scotland dressed in tartan
imagine the Second World obsession and obsession
love for the practice of
and carrying a draft of his
War without Winston
neurosurgery has never
with nature. It’s about
new book You Know More
Churchill taking over
wavered. Prompted by his
finding adventure in life
Chinese Than You Think.
at the helm, but in Six
retirement from his fullwhen you twig it’s shorter
Rory comes from his
Minutes in May Nicholas
time job in the NHS, and
than you thought, and
home in the Lake District,
Shakespeare shows
through his continuing
regaining contact with the
carrying a Punjabi
how easily events could
work in the Ukraine and
sights, sounds and smells
fighting stick, which he
have gone in a different
Nepal, Henry has been
of the natural world. It’s
used when walking across
direction.
forced to reflect more
for anyone who’s ever
Afghanistan.
‘Utterly wonderful
deeply about what forty
seen a bird and wondered
On their six-hundred… it reads like a thriller’
years spent handling the
what it was, or tried to
mile, thirty-day journey (Peter Frankopan)
human brain has taught
understand a world in
with Rory on foot, and his
him.
which we can ask, ‘What’s
father ‘ambushing’ him
Why Do Birds
Moving between
that bird?’ and ‘What’s for
by car – the pair relive
encounters with patients
Scottish dances, reflect
Suddenly Disappear lunch?’ and get the same
in his London hospital, to
on Burmese honey-bears,
answer.
Lev Parikian (OD 1978)
those he treats in more
and on the loss of human
Unbound 2018
The Marches
extreme circumstances
presence in the British
At twelve years old, Lev
Rory Stewart (OD1986)
abroad, Henry faces
landscape. On mountain
Parikian was an avid
up to the burden of
ridges and in housing
Vintage 2015
birdwatcher. He was also
responsibility that can
estates they uncover a
His father Brian taught
a fraud, a liar and a cheat.
come with trying to
forgotten country crushed
Rory Stewart how to
Those lists of birds seen
reduce human suffering.
between England and
walk, and walked with
and ticked off? Lies. 130
Unearthing memories
Scotland: the Middleland.
him on journeys from
species? More like 60.
of his early days as a
Iran
to Malaysia. Now
When
he
turned
50,
he
medical student, and the
experiences that shaped
him as a young surgeon,
he explores the difficulties
of a profession that deals
in probabilities rather than
If you would like your book to be included in future publications,
certainties, and where the
or on our social media, please send a signed copy to the OD
overwhelming urge to
prolong life can come at a
Office. The book will be added to the OD library bookshelves.
tragic cost for patients and
those that love them.

A CALL OUT TO AUTHORS:

A visit from Henry Marsh (OD 1963),
Author of ‘Do No Harm’ and ‘Admissions’

I

n January, I was fortunate enough to spend time
with Henry Marsh whose books about his life
as a neurosurgeon I have admired enormously.
In both books he comes across as refreshingly
honest about the extreme demands of his career,
describing himself as ‘constantly anxious’, often
putting ‘work first, ahead of my wife and children’,
like many surgeons susceptible to bravado in the
face of risks, ‘too ambitious to notice colleagues’.
Such honesty is not only admirable but
inspirational to those embarking on such a career,
admitting that even the successful have had
their battles and failures along the way. Perhaps
that is why Do No Harm has been translated
into thirty languages. Interspersed between the
personal anecdotes he raises big questions: ‘Does
one good result justify all the suffering caused
by many bad results? Who am I to decide the
difference between a good and bad result?’ It is
impossible to do justice to the scope of his books
here but they give endless food for thought.
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What recollections do you have of the Dragon?
Sadly, I was only here for two years but I felt free in contrast to a
much more restrictive environment at school in London afterwards,
and there was a more relaxed relationship with the masters here. I
felt I was treated with respect as a child and it was like being part of
a big extended family, rather than an institution. I looked forward to
coming to school. I loved the marble economy, Art in the attic of the
Old School, rugby on the fields, though I was becoming very myopic. I
remember Putty, Yatto, Rabbits, Inky, Beaky with affection.

Did you have ambitions in medicine at the Dragon?
No, I only got interested in science much later and I went to Oxford
originally to read PPE. It was only after I had a breakdown at university
and took a temporary job as a hospital porter that I got interested in
the idea of medicine.

In your books you are very hard on yourself?
What shaped you into the person you are?
I was the youngest of four and very bumptious – made to feel, at
times, a real nuisance by my siblings. I was highly-strung and spent a
short time, as a young man, in Littlemore. I went through a traumatic
divorce in middle age from which I learnt many painful lessons about
myself.

What reflections do you do have on the NHS today?
I am pleased at the increase in women doctors. In my experience, the
average woman is better than the average male doctor. Once they had
to ‘outbloke the blokes’ but now they don’t need to; they tend to be
less competitive, which is a good thing. On the other hand the NHS is
becoming horribly bureaucratized and over-managed.

How should we use limited resources effectively in
medicine?
We are living too long and spending too much enabling us to do so.
The drug companies are concentrating on the diseases of affluence –
diabetes and obesity, as well as cancer. If all the money spent on cancer
was spent on educating children it would be better for society as a
whole.

What are your plans for the future?
A book about the brain for young children.

What advice would you give young Dragons?
You have wonderful, young brains and, although learning can be hard
work, what you learn now – especially foreign languages and poetry
– will stay with you for life, and arm you for the future. It is so much
easier to learn when one is young than when one is old. You are very
privileged to be at the school you are at – most students your age, both
in England and in other countries, will not get as good an education,
through no fault of their own. Their opportunities in life will therefore
be much less than yours. There is much inequality and unfairness in
the world.
Moira Darlington, OD Representative
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vicar of Hursley in Hampshire
where he stayed until his death.
His brother Tom became vicar
of Bisley, near Stroud. This is
a fascinating, informative and
highly researched account of a
great and distinguished family,
whose legacy continues today.

An Unfinished Life
Peter Jay (OD 1950)

Self-published 2017
At the age of 75 Peter Jay
started reviewing his life and
this interesting book covers
his childhood in London and
Beaconsfield, school life at the
Dragon and Winchester, time
in the Navy and at Oxford,
then his career in the Treasury,
The Times and as ambassador
to Washington. The book
is littered with fascinating
anecdotes, interesting reflections
and photographs that evoke a
different era.

A Moment In Time

Allan Ledger (OD 1952)

Umbria Press 2017
John Keble is best remembered
for the Oxford College founded
in his memory; his role in the
seminal Oxford Movement,
and for his hymns. Both he and
his brother were educated at
Corpus Christi College, Oxford
and followed their father into
the church. John Keble was
curate of the Cotswold villages
of Eastleach, Southrop and Coln
St Aldwyn, with his younger
brother Tom. John left Fairford
and the Cotswolds to become

THE OD

21st Century Skills for
Non-Profit Managers:
A Practical Guide
on Leadership and
Management
Don Macdonald (OD 1959)

Business Expert Press 2017
Over the last 30 years nonprofit organisations have grown
massively in capacity, scope and
authority. With growing demand
for services, there are numerous
opportunities for non-profits
to respond innovatively and
sustainably. If you are new to
management or the sector this
book informs and guides you,
covering all essential aspects
– staffing, communication,
donations, funding and business
planning, with useful case studies
and links. Don Macdonald has
worked for 30 years in the nonprofit sector; his work starting
as a direct result of the Dragon's
projects with the Oxford and
Bermondsey Club.

Compleat Cricket

Tim Cawkwell (OD 1961)

Sforzinda Books 2018
On Monday, 18 September 2017,
while Essex had won the County
Championship, Warwickshire
were in the relegation slot; the
next two rounds were to decide
which of five teams would join
them in going down. The result
was eight days of hard-fought
cricket, exploiting the game’s
thrilling capacity for snatching
victory from defeat, triumph
from disaster – and vice versa.
On Thursday 28 September,
in the last hour of a county
cricket season that had begun
six months and fifty-six days of
cricket earlier, the matter was
finally decided, leaving a trail of
‘what ifs’ ruefully in the mind.
Compleat Cricket is a richly
illustrated account of those last
two rounds… it chiefly aims to
tell a story that shows off the
excitements, tension and drama
of slow cricket to perfection.

A Spencer Love Affair
Allan Ledger (OD 1952)

Fonthill Media 2014
A Spencer Love Affair is the
true story of the love affair and
marriage between the 4th Duke
of Marlborough’s favourite
daughter, Lady Charlotte
Spencer, and an Oxford Vicar,
the Reverend Edward Nares.
After their marriage in 1797
Lady Charlotte was banished
from Blenheim Palace by her
parents, never to return home.
The affair stemmed from their
acting together in the theatricals
performed at Blenheim’s newlycreated private theatre during
1785- 1789, the year of the
French Revolution.

The Little Book of
Making Big Change
Happen

Scotton and Scott (OD 1980)

Matador 2017
Are you leading big change?
Many Dragons do so… from
early on we seem to be given
the permission, confidence and
tools to do so. It’s a good thing as
there is plenty in our world and
our organisations that needs to
change. We wrote this book as a
companion for people like you.
Each page brings a short, pithy
insight.
‘This book is an excellent
way to focus our reflections so
they have meaning and create a
real difference. The simplicity of
the approach hides the depth and
meaning one can gain from it’.
Dr Fran Woodard, Executive
Director of Policy and Impact,
Macmillan Cancer Support

On Courage

The Sebastopol Project

Constable 2018
Launched at the Dragon in May,
‘On Courage’ is a collection
of twenty-eight moving and
inspirational stories of valour
displayed by recipients of the
Victoria and George Cross, two

Look Well to This Day
Some Musings on
Christian Faith
William Lane (OD 1976)

Available exclusively via Amazon.
William Lane is an Anglican
parish priest in Somerset
who has travelled a long and
sometimes difficult journey
of faith. In this short book
he sets out a non-dogmatic
approach to an understanding
of God and Christian faith - an
understanding which is liberal,
open, inclusive and, he hopes,
full of grace. Lane shares his
comprehension of the Trinitarian
God of Christianity which,
he hopes, will be fresh and
liberating for readers who, like
him, wrestle with doubt, and who
struggle with prescribed dogma
and doctrine.
William Lane writes, ‘Big
questions about God, life and the
Universe began to loom in my
mind and in my heart.’ This book
is for anyone at a similar stage,
and especially for those who are
searching for an approach to
Christianity that is inclusive and
undogmatic, yet deeply faithful.
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Christopher Booker, the
first editor of Private Eye
Numbered among the many
ODs who have made an
individual mark on national
life is one who, ten years
after leaving the Dragon in
1951, became the first editor
of the magazine Private Eye.
Christopher Booker still
contributes to its satirical
‘jokes’ pages to this day and,
over the 56 years in which
it has established itself as
a national institution, he
has probably written more
words for it (many of them in
collaboration) than anyone else.
Christopher came late
to the Dragon in 1948, aged
nearly 11, having previously
been educated at a small mixed
school run by his parents in Somerset. He spent
his first year in Leslie Plummer’s house at 6
Bardwell Road, and two more under Francis
Wylie in Gunga Din.
Arriving at a school with over 400 boys and
only 30 girls, he remembers his three years
there as ‘a non-stop adventure’, although ‘it
was quite a shock to find the dusty playground
filled at every break-time with dozens of games
of marbles and hop-scotch’ and to be belatedly
introduced to the game of rugby (‘because I’d
never played before, I was initially placed in
a game with much younger and smaller boys,
which enabled me to score dozens of tries – an
illusory success which was not to last!’)
High among his many happy memories
were ‘singing and acting in Bruno Brown’s
legendary annual productions of Gilbert and
Sullivan operas and Shakespeare plays; and
lessons in the old Science lab with an amazing
teacher who pioneered flying radio-controlled
model aircraft on the school playing field,
and most of whose practical demonstrations
entertained us with sparks, flames or puffs of
smoke’.
Memories of both world wars were still
fresh: ‘I was taught maths by Teddy Hicks, who
had endured a Japanese prison camp, and to
swim, suspended from a pole in the Cherwell,
by Tubby Haigh, who had been injured in
World War One’.
Other masters he fondly recalls included the
headmaster Joc Lynam, ‘who introduced me to
Gentleman’s Relish at tea in his School House
study - I still think of him every time I spread
it on buttered toast to this day’. When Francis
Wylie challenged the school with a monster
General Knowledge test, ‘I was overjoyed to win
his prize of five shillings (25p), in those days a

princely sum worth half
a term’s pocket money. I
was also hugely relieved
to escape from our heavy
diet of Latin and Greek
to be taught History
and English by Chris
Jacques, who surprised
and delighted us all by
marrying a pretty matron
from School House.’
In 1949 Christopher’s
first venture into print
was an account in The
Draconian of a school visit
to the London Science
Museum, ‘when most of
us for the first time saw
television, on a tiny little
flickering black-and-white
screen, hidden behind a curtain.’ The following
year ‘I stood as the Communist candidate in a
school mock election, when I beat my friend
Ben de la Mare for the Conservatives, but only
because, like a good little Communist, I bribed
anyone who voted for me with a boiled sweet,
then still strictly rationed’. He admits that he
never fared so well on the Sports field, where
his ‘best achievement was coming second in the
finals of the ‘hop, step and jump’ (as the triplejump was still called) and the high-jump, in
front of an enthusiastic Sports Day crowd’.
His last year was spent under L.A.Wilding in
Upper One, ‘a remarkable form in which almost
everyone got scholarships to leading public
schools, including the unique triple-whammy
of the top scholarships not just to Eton and
Winchester but also to Cheltenham Ladies’
College. I got mine to Shrewsbury where I
ended up running the school magazine with the
brilliant cartoonist Willie Rushton and Richard
Ingrams, and it was the three of us who got
together again in 1961 to start Private Eye’.
The following year Christopher became
the chief political sketch-writer for the BBC’s
ground-breaking satire show TW3, since when
he has earned his living as a journalist and
author, most recently for 27 years as a columnist
on the Sunday Telegraph (where he started as
its jazz critic at its launch in 1961). His later
books have included one on the psychology
of storytelling, The Seven Basic Plots: why we
tell stories and The Great Deception, a critical
look at the European Union. He is currently
working, at his home in Somerset, on a book
on how the contemporary world is dangerously
ruled by ‘groupthink’, something he has always
tried to avoid.
Moira Darlington, OD Representative
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of them Old Dragons. From RAF
flight engineer Norman Jackson,
who climbed out onto the wing
of a Lancaster bomber in flight
to put out a fire, using a twisted
parachute as a rope, on the night
his first child was born; to a
children’s writer turned Assistant
Section Officer, Noor Inayat
Khan, who was the first female
operator to infiltrate occupied
France and refused to abandon
what had become the most
dangerous post in the country;
to Irish seaman and Antarctic
explorer Tim Crean, who struck
out alone for a supply depot
during Captain Scot’s expedition
to the South Pole to save the lives
of his ailing companions, these
courageous men and women are
an inspiration to us all.

OD NEWS
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OD News
1956
John Randle has, since 1971, printed books
by letterpress from type at his ‘Whittington
Press’. This award winning private press has
published a great range of limited-edition
books and posters, typically featuring
illustrations printed from the original block,
plate or stencil, on hand-made paper. They
hold an annual open-day, this year on
Saturday 1st September, 2pm onwards.

1944 & 1956
Lady Antonia Fraser and John Lourie,
pictured together, discovered a shared Dragon
experience – they both played Viola in
Twelfth Night. The productions, twelve years
apart, were both directed by ‘Bruno’ Brown.
John writes that Stephen Jessel – later BBC
correspondent in Paris – was cast as Sebastian,
Bruno being unaware that Stephen and John
were in fact ‘twins’, being born on the same
day. Meanwhile, congratulations to Lady
Antonia, appointed Companion of Honour, in
the Queen’s New Year’s Honours 2018.
1951 & 1981
An exhibition at the Royal Society of Sculptors
in London ran for four months earlier this year,
featuring films by William Pye (OD 1951) and
Sasha Snow (OD 1981). William has enjoyed
a remarkable career creating water sculptures
in public places, private gardens and corporate
headquarters around the world. Sasha is a
film-maker, notably documentaries. His film,
‘Conflict Tiger’ (2006), won 17 international
film festival prizes, followed by ‘Hadwin’s
Judgement’ (2015). Sasha is now creative
director of Spark Films.

1963
The distinguished neurosurgeon Henry Marsh
CBE was among several ODs appearing in
Authors Corner at the 2017 Dragon Sale A
pioneer in his field, he has, since ‘retirement’,
written two books: ‘Do No Harm’ and
‘Admissions’, both received with popular
acclaim. He was also the subject of the awardwinning film ‘The English Surgeon’ about his
work in the Ukraine.
1964
Andrew McCallum is Vice Chairman of
the Betjeman Society and leads an annual
‘Betjeman’ walk through Oxford starting at the
Dragon.

1970
Hugo Rittson-Thomas is a leading portrait
photographer who has worked with the
Royal Family and leaders including the Dalai
Lama. In recent years he has illustrated books
including ‘The Secret Gardeners’ and this year
published ‘Secret Houses of the Cotswolds’
a ‘personal tour of beguiling castles, estates,
palaces and manor houses’.
1972
William Mackesy is an artist with a very
varied body of work, figurative through
abstract, in a variety of mediums. His work
is featured in various UK and International
collections and he held his first solo exhibition
‘Anything to Show’ in London earlier this year,
at Shepherd Market.
Hugh Laurie OBE was advanced to CBE in the
Queen’s New Year’s Honours.

1951
Ian Senior, with no legal qualifications,
represented nine complainants in their
dealings with a telecommunications company.
Compensation was paid to all. Now he is
wondering if he should have read law at
Trinity College Oxford instead of French and
German, and Economics at UCL.
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1974
The Dragon Sale 2017 was opened by
Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police
Cressida Dick (see page 3).
In the Queen’s New Year list Lord Geidt was
appointed Knight Grand Cross of the Order
of the Bath (GCB), his third knighthood.
Lord Geidt had a distinguished career in the

army. He was appointed the Queen’s Private
Secretary in 2007.
1975
Historic Houses is a collection of 1600
independently owned houses and gardens.
James Birch was recently appointed President
and is leading a re-branding exercise. His
expertise follows his experience of innovation
at Doddington Hall in Lincolnshire and a
career in financial management.
1977
David Howden, with his wife Fiona, has
received accolades for ‘The Pointer’ in Brill,
winning The Times ‘Best British Hotel of the
Year 2017’. The Pointer is also a pub and a fine
restaurant, serving meat from their nearby
meadows, including rare breeds reared using
traditional methods.

1978
Dr Frances Ramsey has completed her first year
as Head of The Godolphin and Latymer School
in Hammersmith. Inspired by her years at the
Dragon, Frances has spent most of her career
in teaching, at Westminster School and as
Principal of Queen’s College, Harley Street. One
of her most vivid recollections from childhood
was of canoeing to school from her home in
Summertown.

2001
With a characteristically cheeky debut as host
at the Brit Awards 2018, Jack Whitehall has
had a remarkable year, with successful shows
on television and the ultimate definition of
British stardom - an invitation to appear on
Desert Island Discs.

1980
Alister Scott has published ‘The Little Book
of Making Big Change Happen’ which focuses
on the human side of leading big change in
organisations.
1981
RAW WORKSHOP was featured on the
Summer Special of the popular BBC
programme ‘Countryfile’ last year. Rick
Mower founded RAW and brought Dragon
‘can do’ values into a project that employs
the most marginalised people in Oxford. The
workshop uses reclaimed timber to create
products ranging from chopping boards to
garden furniture.

Radiohead headlined Glastonbury 2017. The
band has recorded 9 studio albums, featuring
the extensive use of atmospheric effects by
guitarist Ed O’Brien.
1986
ITV’s ambitious thriller ‘Next of Kin’ starred
Jack Davenport, who won acclaim for his
performance in the series, which focused
on radicalisation. In a wide ranging career,
Jack has had lead roles in TV (This Life
and Coupling) and on film (Pirates of the
Caribbean) as well as radio and voice overs,
including the ‘Mastercard’ adverts.
Oliver Dimsdale completed the London
Triathlon in aid of MumsAid. With successful
roles in ‘Grantchester’ and ‘Mr Selfridge’,
Oliver is also the co-founder and artistic
director of the Filter Theatre Company,
now touring with productions created in
association with the Lyric and RSC.
1989
Mike Bolsover studied Finance and Marketing
at Emory University, USA and co-founded
Silver Heritage, a company listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange, with interests
in hotel and casino developments in Nepal,
India and Vietnam.
1992
Edward Barnett has become Head of Boys’
Games at Haberdasher Aske School, also
with teaching commitments in the senior
school. Edward feels that the Dragon gave
him an excellent grounding in all sports and is
delighted to be tackling his ‘dream job’.

2002
Drummer, Joe Seaward toured widely with
his indie rock band ‘Glass Animals’. They also
appeared on the ‘Other Stage’ at Glastonbury.

1993
Frances Houghton recently returned to the
School to christen a new sculling boat named
after her. Modest as ever, our five times
Olympian offered advice to the children about
training and overcoming nerves.
1995
Greg Le Tocq, co-founder and MD of
Vouchercloud, Europe’s most successful mobile
vouchering and online voucher code platform,
has sold the company to Groupon. Greg also
founded ‘Invitation Digital’, ‘Giftcloud’ and
the ‘Cloud Savings Company’. He credits the
Dragon with playing ‘a huge part in my desire
to become an entrepreneur’.
Sam Waley-Cohen had a good week at the
end of June this year. He won the Cheltenham
Gold Cup, for the second time, a remarkable
achievement for an amateur, and sold the
company he founded, Portman Dental, which
employs 250 people.
1996
Zecki Gerloff works in development
communications. Her first trip to Africa was a
1996 post-common entrance Dragon walking
expedition in the Atlas Mountains. Working
for the BBC in London, she focused on cultural
documentaries, interspersed with volunteer
work in sub-Saharan Africa. A decade later
she started-up Docimpact in Berlin, which
shows films about social issues directly to the
audiences affected by the story and facilitates
debate and community engagement.
1997
Hermione Townsend, with co-founder Ralf
Josef, won the TeachFirst Community Choice
Award for their learning app ‘Spaghetti Brain’,
which helps primary school children better
understand and manage their own learning.

2004
Jake Schofield is co-founder of Labstep, a
software tool that captures real-time scientific
data. The software is now used in 380
universities, and Jake’s youthful success was
recently featured in a Forbes list.
Alby Shale has achieved a remarkable
ambition, leading the building of a £1 million
national cricket stadium in Rwanda. The
official opening, attended by President
Kagame, was marked by a celebrity T20 match
captained by Michael Vaughan and Herschelle
Gibbs. Now, with construction complete,
the charity ‘Cricket Builds Hope’ is using the
stadium for reconciliation.

2005
Engaged! Roseanne Hui, who is completing
medical studies in Los Angeles, was delighted
to say ‘yes’ when her partner Chris Maines
went down on bended knee in her old
boarding house. Knowing all the happy
memories Roseanne held of the Dragon, he
asked for her hand in marriage whilst they
were enjoying a tour of the School (ED: we
are always delighted to show ODs around the
school, please call in advance).

1999
Chef Oli Haenlein has established a travel
company ‘Cook Eat Discover’ offering an
immersive Tuscan journey into the finest and
most authentic Italian food and drink. The
tour includes time with cooks, winemakers,
fishermen, olive farmers, cheese producers,
gelato masters and intimate cooking
workshops.
Musical theatre actor James Meunier released
a solo EP ‘James Meunier, From The Heart’ in
November. In the role of Myron he recently
toured Europe in Andrew Lloyd Webber’s
‘Sunset Boulevard’. He has also appeared in
‘Beauty and the Beast’ and toured with Russell
Watson and Elton John.
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Nick Wheeler founder of Charles Tyrwhitt
Shirts was appointed OBE for services to retail
in the New Year’s Honours. So too his wife
Chrissie, founder of The White Company, also
for services to retail.

14

2012
It has been a great year for cricketer Maia
Bouchier. A member of the Middlesex
Women’s squad, she also became the first
woman to play at Lord’s in a school’s 1st XI,
for Rugby School, and has just signed for the
Southern Vipers in the Kia Super League.
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2006
George Munsey is a left-hand batsman with
the Scottish national cricket team. He is an
explosive Twenty20 player, earning him a
contract playing for HK United in the Hong
Kong T20 Blitz competition.
2004/5/6
Three Old Dragons are at the forefront of the
gourmet ‘street food’ movement. Enterprising
Foodie Dragons Hugo Campbell (2005) and
Minnie Brown (2006) - with added ingredients
from Ella Mills (2004, nee Woodward, aka
Deliciously Ella) - are ‘cooking up a storm’
with the online platform ‘Feast It’. The platform
allows event and wedding organisers to find
street food traders and pop-up bars.
Image Credit: Naomi Baker Photography

‘All the World’s a Stage’ and Seamus Lavan is
making a dramatic entrance. Having achieved
a First Class degree in English from Oxford he
toured the UK playing Jacques in ‘As You Like
It’ including performances at the Globe’s Sam
Wanamaker Playhouse.

2013
Finn Paisley reached the final five out of
thousands of filmmakers in a competition to
become ‘Chief Adventure Officer’ and vlog
about his experiences traveling around the
UK.
Since 2016 Charlotte Ornerod has been racing
a 29er (a two person skiff) for the GBR 29er
Youth Squad. She is pictured below sailing in
the European Championship (second boat
from LHS). Charlotte has represented the
GBR team in Barcelona, Helsinki, Medemblik;
her Summer 2018 campaign started the day
after her Further Maths’ A Level on 26 June
in Gydnia, Poland, followed by the 29er
Nationals Championships and 29er Europeans
in Helsinki in August.

2010
Arjun Neil Alim is breaking into top-flight
journalism whilst still a student, with
thoughtful articles published in the Evening
Standard and the Independent. He studied
History and International Relations at LSE and
is now attending Sciences Po in Paris.

Image Credit: Naomi Baker Photography

2007
Anastasia Chitty rowed in the British squad at
the first World Cup Regatta, held in Belgrade,
Serbia, between 1-3 June, winning silver in
the eight and reaching the final in the pair,
with Rebecca Girling. She is enjoying full time
rowing, with her Oxford medical studies on
hold. This summer she will compete in the
European and World Championships. She
writes ‘walks on Port Meadow always evoke
wonderful memories of learning to scull at
the Dragon’. She kindly returned to the School
recently and spoke to A Block girls about
motivation.

2011
Intrepid Kate Culverwell is navigating her
way across Europe to the Black Sea in ‘Benji’, a
double kayak. Having set-off from Westminster
Bridge, crossing the channel proved plain
sailing, but not so the industrial canals of
Belgium. Her blog ‘kayakingthecontinent’
makes for great reading.

2007/ 2013
Oxford made the finals at the Investec
Women’s Hockey Championships 2017/18
(Tier 2). Elizabeth ‘Bubble’ Baddeley (2007)
was on the team, alongside Wales (U23) team
member Olivia Strickland (2013). Olivia
scored the opening goal in the 28th minute
and Oxford finished 4-0 winners.
2008
Sansara, managed and directed by Tom
Herring, is an award-winning, innovative
chamber choir, featuring many of the UK’s
finest young professional singers. This year
they are performing pieces from Oxford’s
library collections in a series of concerts called
‘Music of the Spires’.
2009
Many thousands of people have been victims
of landmines laid during the civil war in
Columbia. Tom Sainty is Director of e-NABLE
Medellin, using 3D printing technology to
build personalised prosthetic limbs free of
charge. He made this forearm for a young fan
of the film Frozen.
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Births

Aurora Catchpole to Harry and Anthea (nee Townsend, OD 1998) on 11 January 2018.
Twins, Joseph Oliver and Freddie John, to Edward and Harriet Calver (nee Vaines, OD 1996)
on 30 May 2018

Marriages

George Birch Reynardson (OD 1998) married Sophia Davies (OD 2001) on 19 May 2018.
Alistair McClelland (OD 1999) married Emily Trower at St Mary the Virgin Church,
Walkern, Hertfordshire on 2 June 2018. Zak Jordan (OD 1999) was Best Man and there
were a number of other ODs in attendance; both girls and boys!

From the Archives
John Randell (OD 1956) of the Whittington Press remembers
‘Wilkie’ and the Dragon Book of Verse

W

hen I was about ten years old,
I became friends with W.A.C.
Wilkinson, a Dragon Master. He lived
in Gunga Din, and I used to visit him in his
small study on the ground floor. Wilkie’s
main claim to fame is as co-compiler of
the Dragon Book of Verse. With another
master – unrelated – Noel Wilkinson, this
remarkable anthology was first published
in 1935 and was soon clearly a publishing
success - selling all over the world.
What was remarkable to me about this
whole story is that, during our afternoon
chats in Willkie’s study, I must have shown
an interest in the paste-up of the DBV,
which Willkie had kept the eighteen years or
so since it was published, because he passed
it on to me. Even more remarkably, it is still,
after sixty years, in my possession. However,
a couple of months ago I passed it on to
the Dragon Archives and so it returns to its

Book Plate, printed by John Randell and inserted to
dedicate the DBV galley print to his late father

home. The galley proof (a pre-publication
printed proof) and the woodcut illustrations
by Gillian Alington, are neatly pasted into a
hard-bound exercise book - not unlike those
we used for our holiday diaries. Wilkie had
made some small corrections and written
out an index at the back, which showed the
order in which the poems were to appear.
What sometimes I wonder is, how did
Wilkie divine that I was to spend most of
my working days as a letterpress printer?
I am still fascinated by the act of cutting
up galley proofs, and pasting them with
illustrations to create that magical third
dimension of a series of printed pages that
makes up a book. Or, to put it another way
round, did this gift of a simple paste up
book determine the future course of my life?
I have no idea.
But it is just another facet of the
mystique and genius of the Dragon School.

The Press holds an annual open
day at Whittington (40 miles west of
Oxford) on the afternoon of the first
Saturday of each September, which
friends and subscribers are warmly
invited to attend. Several other
printers, booksellers, engravers,
marblers and others also exhibit
their wares. The Whittington village
summer show is the same weekend,
including the historic Whittington
Court (whose gardener’s cottage
has been home to the Press since its
inception).

DBV Woodcut illustration by Gillian Allington for the poem ‘the Jackdaw of Rheims’
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Community Events & Reunions
Dragon Community Drinks, New York
Thursday, 26 October 2017
During the annual New York Exchange we invite ODs, parents and
staff from the local area to join a Dragon gathering hosted by school
staff on the exchange. In October 2017, Tim Luke (OD 1980) kindly
hosted a fun and relaxed evening at his home in SoHo, NY. If you
live, work or regularly visit New York, please update us so that we can
invite you to this event in future.

Old Dragon Reunion
Monday, 21 May 2018
Over 150 Old Dragons and former staff joined us in May for our first
OD Reunion for all year groups, held at Stationers’ Hall, London.
We are most grateful to William Alden (OD 1968) for allowing us
to use this venue at no charge and thank Georgia Cummings (OD
2000) for supplying the delicious canapés from her company Potage.
Many memories were shared as ODs across all ages came together to
remember their days at the Dragon. With so much positive feedback
on the evening, we hope to hold more regular Reunions in London.
If you would like to offer a venue space free-of-charge for a Reunion,
especially in London, please do let us know.

OD Golf Day
Tuesday, 19 June 2018
OD Golfers met once again at Frilford Heath Golf Club in June for
their annual lunch and a terribly serious competition for Inky’s silver
flask trophy. They played the Blue Course with a few balls partial to
swimming in the early water features, but the fine weather and plenty
of run on the fairway led to some good scores. The coveted trophy
was won by Simon Smith with the very fine score of 39 Stableford
points, nearest the pin by David Miller, and the longest drive by
David Walde.

Skipper Society Day
Monday, 25 June 2018
We were delighted to see Old Dragons, former staff members and
friends at our annual June Skipper Day – a society for those who have
kindly included a gift to the Dragon in their Will. This year’s Skipper
members enjoyed a buffet lunch before making their way around the
grounds to watch a tennis tournament, rehearsals for the evening’s
Summer Serenade Concert, and the Art Scholar exhibition.
The delightful day ended with afternoon tea. Thank you to our
Skippers for another memorable occasion, and for your generous
support to the school.
To learn more about the Skipper Society, please contact
development@dragonschool.org.

Knatchbull Lecture 2018
Friday, 27 April 2018
In April we welcomed back three OD recipients of the Nicholas
Knatchbull Travel Fund to deliver two excellent talks on their travel
experiences. Caroline Barby (OD 2001) gave a fascinating talk about
her month working with the charity Hands Around the World in
the Meru region of Kenya helping children with disabilities. Felix
Goodman and George Warr (ODs 2011) spent most of August 2016
trekking through the more deserted areas of Ladakh, India, and came
back to tell the children all about their adventures. We were especially
pleased that three of the trustees were able to attend the talks,
including Tim Knatchbull (Nicholas’ twin brother) who spoke to the
children about the origins of the fund.
If any OD is considering a travel expedition during their Gap year,
please visit the School website where you can read more about the Travel
Fund and download an application form: https://www.dragonschool.
org/community/knatchbull-travel-fund.html

THE OD

Arduus ad Solem:

Dragon Community Networking
Arduus ad Solem: Dragon
Community Networking events
help build and maintain the
Dragon Community, and support
those on the first step of their
career – or anyone looking for a
career change.

Arduus ad Solem: Law
Monday, 20 November 2017

Sculling Club Naming
Ceremony
Saturday, 21 April 2018
The Dragon School Sculling Club hosted
a Boat Christening ceremony on Saturday,
21 April. Starting at 11.00am at the School
Boat House, the ceremony was led by the
Headmaster, with special guest Frances
Houghton (OD 1993) who launched the new
boat with its eponymous name.

A panel of eight OD and parent speakers led
an insightful and stimulating evening at the
Law Society, London.
Following a drinks reception, our
speakers took to the floor to give their
entertaining, insightful and refreshingly
honest accounts of their careers – including
the challenges encountered on the way. It
was an inspiring evening with one speaker
observing ‘It really felt like a room full of
Dragons – full of life and not afraid to be
different and unconventional’. We could not
agree more!

Remembrance Service 2017
Sunday, 12 November 2017
Sunday, 12 November 2017 the Dragon
Remembrance Service was held,
commemorating the lives of all The Fallen
and especially those ODs who gave their
lives in the service of their country. As is
custom, the two youngest boarders laid a
wreath on behalf of all Dragons and the Staff
wreath was laid by the Deputy Head, Edward
Phelps (OD 1978).

Arduus ad Solem:
Exciting Opportunities in
Technology Today
Monday, 3 March 2018
Hosted by David Mott (OD 1986) and James
Steiner (OD 1989) at Method, London,
the panel consisted of seven OD and
parent specialists from across the world of
technology.
In an age where a car is on its way to
Mars, the high street is gasping for its
final breaths, robots are taking over and
the biggest hotel company doesn’t own a
single room… some natural questions arise.
Luckily, our panel of technology experts
shed light on the impact and opportunities
that technology today presents. As you
would expect from any group of passionate
ODs, a lively discussion ensued…and even
some advice for the Headmaster ‘Teach
coding for girls, keep nurturing free spirits
and Latin remains best for developing logic’.

Arduus ad Solem: Property
Thursday, 14 June 2018
A panel of five OD and parent property
experts led a most interesting evening at
Dragon School.
In our last event for the school year,
we invited five OD and Parent experts in
the field of property to give their insight
into a variety of areas from Proptech and
Blockchain, to local and international real
estate, Eco builds and large scale global
developments. Questions from our audience
sparked some lively discussions including
Brexit, interest rates and the future of the
property market. Our panel also offered
advice to recent OD graduates, as well as
our young Dragons… “Think creatively, get
stuck in and learn the business bottom up,

build good relationships and if you want to do
things your way, start your own business!”
We look forward to hosting more
networking opportunities next year.
To get involved please contact us at
dragonevents@dragonschool.org
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Obituaries
Our condolences to the families of the following Dragon staff and ODs:
Jill Stuart-Clark, wife of Chris (both on Staff 1968-1983), died peacefully at home
in the company of her family on 20 June 2018 after a battle with cancer. As Jill
Price, she taught at the Baby School 1965-7 and after
marrying Chris in 1967 she helped him run Cherwell
House and then No.26 for a total of 13 years.

he was also archdeacon and sub-dean. At
Westminster he was the statutory theologian
on various church commissions, including
the Archbishop of Canterbury Robert
Runcie’s initiative which led in 1985 to the
Faith in the City report.

After a long and courageous fight against cancer,
Kim Quick (Staff 1985 – 2003) died on Wednesday 11
July 2018. Kim served the Dragon as matron, teacher
and house-mother; a much loved and well respected
colleague, and mother to ODs Jessie, Rachel, Polly
and Daisy. Her husband James (Staff 1988 – 91) is
Headmaster of Gresham’s Prep in North Norfolk.

Harry Goldsworthy (OD 1944)

Kim Quick

The Reverend Doctor Anthony
Harvey (OD 1944)
Anthony was born in London, son of Cyril
Harvey, a barrister, and his wife, Nina. He
was a brilliant scholar and, though he had
a detached demeanor, was a compassionate
man who gave time and effort to social
projects. After the Dragon he went to Eton
and then studied Classics at Worcester
College, Oxford. Following ordination in
1958 to a curacy in London, he returned
to Oxford in 1962 to continue research at
Christ Church. After a spell as Warden of St
Augustine’s College, Canterbury (1969-75)
he became a lecturer at Oxford and chaplain
of the Queen’s College before moving to
Westminster Abbey as canon librarian in
1982; from 1987 until his retirement in 1999

Harry was born in Rangoon, Myanmar
(then Burma) in 1931. His father, Leonard,
and mother, Rose, were living there because
Leonard was a Professor of Chemistry at
Rangoon University. Both parents came
from large families in Yorkshire. As young
children, Harry and his older brother John
came to Oxford when his father took a post
at Oxford University to work with Alexander
Fleming on penicillin.
Harry was educated at the Dragon
during the 2nd World War and then later at
St Edward’s. After leaving school he spent
his two years of national service driving
tanks around Germany. Harry came back to
Oxford to study Geography at Teddy Hall
and played rugby to a high standard.
Harry achieved success in business in the
relatively new field of market research, first at
Nielsen’s in Oxford and then at Shell, where
he stayed until he retired in 1991.
Harry maintained many interests
throughout his life: sailing, skiing, history,
croquet and rescuing hedgehogs. He was a
kind, true gentleman with a boyish charm,
who never lost his interest in the world and
everyone in it.

William ‘Bill’ Birch Reynardson
CBE (OD 1937)
Bill Birch Reynardson was the epitome of
a Dragon, with widespread interests, a dry
and quick sense of humour, and a positive
attitude to the end. Having spent his early
years in South Africa, Bill was educated at
the Dragon School where, according to his
family, he learnt the facts of life with John
Mortimer – subsequently immortalised in
John’s play – ‘A Voyage Round My Father’.
He then went to Eton, where he spent
much of his time being educated in the
art of beagling by Ronnie Wallace. He is
even mentioned in the History of the Eton
College Hunt. In the words of his family, ‘he
was a hunting man. It epitomised everything
that he was ….. A man of instinct, courage,
compassion, initiative, good sense (wisdom)
and adventure.’

THE OD

Harry Goldsworthy in the 1944 1st XI soccer team, standing behind the captain

Professor John Revell (OD 1946)
John Revell was a scholar in the field of
Biblical Hebrew and he remained active,
publishing as recently as 2016. He served
the University of Toronto as Professor, Chair
and Professor Emeritus in the Department
of Near Eastern Studies, which later became
the Department of Near and Middle Eastern
Civilizations. He was also a member of the
Royal Society of Canada. Beyond his work,
John was a talented botanical watercolour
artist and an avid gardener. He delighted in
taking long walks and when he retired to
England, he took great pleasure in being a
bell ringer for his local church.

Benjamin Whitrow (OD 1950)
Benjamin Whitrow, the son of a St Edward’s
teacher, attended the Dragon before
Tonbridge School and thence went to the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts, after
which he served in the Royal Dragoons in
Malaya from 1956-1958 during National
Service. Returning to the UK, he gave his
first performance the following year in
Belfast in George Bernard Shaw’s Heartbreak
House and after an eight year apprenticeship
he joined Laurence Olivier’s company at the
Old Vic. Olivier said he ‘never gave a bad
performance’. He became a well-loved and
familiar actor, most famed for his portrayal
of Mr Bennet in Pride and Prejudice, for
which he was given the Bafta Award for Best
Actor. His career spanned more than fifty
years, on stage, screen and radio. He voiced
Fowler in the highly successful animated film
Chicken Run.

James Steadman (OD 1952)
James Steadman passed away on the 15
November 2017 after being admitted to
hospital a few days earlier. He is survived by
his wife Patricia and children, Martin
and Judy.
James (born on 30 November 1938 in
Cheshire) became a boarder at the Dragon by
the time he was 8. He gained a scholarship to
Winchester College aged 13 and then went on
to Merton College, Oxford, to read Chemistry.
Some of James’ great passions developed at
this time: he sang in the prestigious Kodaly
Choir under Kodaly himself, he learnt to fly
bi-planes in the University Air Squadron, and
he also enjoyed competitive rowing.
James started work at ICI Billingham
on Teesside, and then secured a job at the
Department of the Environment in London.
Later he transferred to the Building Research
Centre in Garston, Watford. He was busy
in retirement pursuing many interests:
volunteering for the National Trust at Shaw’s
Corner, singing with The Royal Choral Society
and Hertford Choral Society, acting, theatre,
music, and he was a very keen gardener.

Three Generations of Gadneys at the Dragon

Reg Gadney (OD 1954)
Reg Gadney, who has died aged 77,
epitomized the richness of Dragon character.
He played James Bond, was a soldier, a
writer, an artist. He rose to Pro-Rector of
the Royal College of Art in London, and was
chief archivist at the National Film Theatre
– choosing the way films would play to the
audiences in the culture-hungry London of
the 1970s. He was the third Gadney Dragon,
after his father and uncle, a number that
has now reached an unbroken innings of
seven with his grandsons, Toby and Elliot, as
current pupils.
Reg was born in Malsis School in
Yorkshire, on 20 January 1941, the son
of the England Rugby captain Bernard
Gadney who famously led the team that
first beat the All Blacks in 1936, and by a
margin that stood as a record until 2012.
At his birth, Bernard was the headmaster
of Malsis, and Reg’s early years were spent
there – experiences he later drew upon when
writing the TV series Drummonds and

Forgive Our Foolish Ways. Whilst he had a
reputation as a BAFTA-winning television
screen writer, Reg’s first writing career was
in thriller books, and he continued writing
throughout his life, with his latest book,
Albert Einstein Speaking, published on 3
May 2018, two days after his death.
Reg is known by Bond trivia fans as the
man who played James Bond in Goldeneye.
Before The Lodge is inundated with Pierce
Brosnan fans, it should be clarified that his
role was that of James Bond the ornithologist,
whose name Ian Fleming borrowed for his
fictional spy, and Goldeneye, the television
movie that Reg wrote, with Charles Dance
playing Ian Fleming and Julian Fellowes
as Noel Coward. Reg enjoyed the playful
exaggeration, perhaps also enhanced by his
near-recruitment by both the SAS and MI6
earlier in his life.
Reg was a consistent supporter of the
Dragon, and felt great pride knowing that
his grandsons continue the family’s link to
Oxford and to the school.

H. Scott Poole (OD 1976)
Scott Poole passed away on 15 August 2017,
having lived with worsening Motor Neurone
Disease for eleven years.
He was born in Lancaster, USA, but spent
a year at the Dragon from 1975-76, when
his father moved to Oxford for a year on
sabbatical leave from Elizabethtown College,
near Lancaster. Because the family knew
the Houghtons, Scott went to the Dragon
(aged 12-13) and was mentored by Robin
Houghton.
He graduated from Trinity College
in Hartford, Connecticut and entered
commercial banking but after eight years he
decided to go to law school, qualifying in
1997. He most recently worked as Associate
Legal Counsel and Vice-President of the
Fulton Financial Corporation.

Deaths
Robert Basil Moberly (OD 1932) on 11 February 2018
William ‘Bill’ Birch Reynardson CBE (OD 1937) on 16 August 2017
Harry Goldsworthy (OD 1944) on 22 September 2017
The Reverend Doctor Anthony Harvey (OD 1944) on 9 January 2018
Professor John Revell (OD 1946) on 15 December 2017
Benjamin John Whitrow (OD 1950) on 28 September 2017
James Steadman (OD 1952) on 15 November 2017.
Reg Gadney (OD 1954) on 1 May 2018
Susan Tedder (nee Elliott OD 1954) on 23 December 2017
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Diary Dates 2018/2019
Reunions and Dragon Community Events
Please note that all dates below follow a pattern to fit around the Headmaster’s diary and other internal
school commitments. If you would like to offer a venue space free-of-charge for a Reunion, especially in
London, please do let us know by contacting Moira Darlington ods@dragonschool.org. Thank you.

2018

2019

Old Dragon Reunion Lunch –
1950 - 54 Leavers

JOD Day

Remembrance Day 100 Year
Anniversary Lunch

Golden Oldies Lunch

Open Mornings & Fairs

Skipper Day

BESSA Asia Fair (Singapore)

Tuesday, 4 September 2018,
Dragon School from 12.30pm
For Old Dragons and staff from this
period.

Sunday, 11 November 2018,
Dragon School, service from 10.15am
followed by lunch for ODs who have
served, or are currently serving in the
armed forces.

New York Drinks

October half term – Wednesday,
24 October 2018, 7.00pm - 9.00pm
To take place at the home of a
Dragon Parent, New York
For all ODs, former staff and parents, as
well as current Dragon families based in,
or visiting, New York at this time.

Saturday, 30 March 2019,
Dragon School, from 12.30pm
For OD Leavers 2014-2018
(and their parents).

Wednesday, 24 April 2019,
Dragon School, from 12.30pm
For former staff members who served
10 years or more.
TBA. Summer Term 2019,
Dragon School
For those who have remembered the
Dragon in their Will.

Arduus ad Solem: Dragon
Community Networking Events

We are looking for speakers and venues
for the following events. If you would
like to get involved, please contact
dragonevents@dragonschool.org

Arduus ad Solem Community
Networking:
Finance, Christmas Term 2018
Arduus ad Solem Community
Networking:
Film, Theatre and TV, Easter Term 2019
Arduus ad Solem Community
Networking:
Medicine, Summer Term 2019
Autumn Open Mornings 2018
Saturday, 22 September
Saturday, 13 October
Friday, 16 November (Pre-Prep)
Saturday, 27 October

Battersea London Schools Fair

Saturday, 10 & Sunday, 11 November

Spring & Summer
Open Mornings 2019

Friday, 1 February 2019 (Pre-Prep)
Saturday, 27 April 2019
Saturday, 11 May 2019
We would be delighted to hear from
families interested in the Dragon. Please
contact admissions@dragonschool.org in
the first instance or call 01865 315 413.

Attending Events
The Dragon Website is updated regularly as dates and venue locations are confirmed. Please visit:
www.dragonschool.org/community/events for full details of our events and to book online. Details are also featured in our regular
Dragon Community e-newsletter, and you can call the office on 01865 315 510 or email dragonevents@dragonschool.org.
Please be aware that by accepting an invitation to attend any of our OD or community events, a guest list will be created displaying
your first and last name, and where applicable, your OD leaving year or teaching years. These guest lists may be circulated to
other attending guests either before or after an event, or displayed during the event itself. These lists will not include any personal
contact information, nor will they be circulated to any third parties. If you do not wish to appear on these lists, do let us know at
the time of booking. Photographs may be taken at the event and may be used in print or social media. Please tell us in advance if
you have any objection.

THE OD

Once a Dragon, Always a Dragon
We welcome back ODs for visits. To ensure that the most
appropriate person is available to guide you around the
School, do kindly contact us in advance.
For enquiries regarding registrations for OD events please
contact dragonevents@dragonschool.org. To update your
contact details, or to send news please email
ODs@dragonschool.org or call Michael Wright on
01865 315 510.
Helen Ison, Director of Development
and External Relations
Helen joined the Dragon in July
2018 and will oversee Development,
community engagement and
operational marketing.
To discuss any aspect of
fundraising please contact
development@dragonschool.org.

Contact Us
The OD Office
Tel: +44(0)1865 315 416
Email: ods@dragonschool.org
The Development Office
Tel: +44(0)1865 315 510
Email: development@dragonschool.org
The Marketing Office
Tel: +44(0)1865 315 417
Email: marketing@dragonschool.org
Join us on our Facebook page:
Dragon School Oxford
Join us on our LinkedIn page:
Dragon School Oxford
Follow us on Twitter:
@thedragonschool

Holly Knights, Marketing Manager
Holly manages marketing activities and advertising for the school
and events for the school community.
Michael Wright, Development Officer
Michael manages all aspects of the Development database and
online event booking. He supports the Director of Development and
External Relations with Development administration, campaigns
and events.
To Be Announced, External Communications Officer
To suggest news items and articles, or to give feedback on our
website and social media, please contact Moira or the External
Communications Officer: email website@dragonschool.org or call
01865 315 537.
Moira Darlington (Ma Da), OD Representative
Moira, a former member of the teaching staff and most recently
Head of Future Schools, is your Old Dragon Representative. She
looks after your interests and supports Dragon Community events.
She is also the Editor-in-Chief of the OD Magazine. She loves to
hear news from ODs.
Gay Sturt, Dragon Archivist
Gay conserves the historical records of the Dragon and handles
particular enquiries from Old Dragons, authors of biographies of
Old Dragons and other historians. She can help Old Dragons with
research and is delighted to receive artefacts.
Email: gay.sturt@dragonschool.org or call 01865 315549.

OD Merchandise

OD Merchandise is available to purchase over the telephone by calling 01865 315 422.
You can also print off and return the order form via our website:
www.dragonschool.org/community/merchandise

Ties

Bow Ties

1. Old
Dragon tie,
polyester
£12.99

3. Old Dragon bow tie, polyester, adjustable £15.99
4. Old Dragon bow tie, silk, adjustable £26.99

2. Old
Dragon tie,
silk £34.99

Cufflinks and Brooches

Visit us online at:
www.dragonschool.org
www.dragonschool.org/community
Contact the Editor, Moira Darlington, on
moira.darlington@dragonschool.org
or on Tel. 01865 315416; mobile 07590 854 280.
For Facebook, Twitter or Website news contact
website@dragonschool.org or 01865 315 537.
5. Old Dragon solid silver
cufflinks £59.00

6. Old Dragon solid
silver brooch £49.00
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The Dragon embraces Old Dragons, Junior Old Dragons,
former staff and parents, as well as current parents and
grandparents, all of whom are valued members of the
Dragon Community.
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